
Cloudwise Web Performance Monitoring

Typical Scenario
With a tremendous spending in marketing and advertisement, page visits of website 
increased but, end users comment the page is loading in a slow or incomplete mode, 
which lead to conversion rate is yet low

Cloudwise Web Performance Analytics
- For internet companies like e-Commerce and etc., needs 

measurable, visualized and automated technology to 
evaluate and analyze the key Web Page, like landing pages, 
to keep track of optimization and deliver business goal e.g.: 
conversion rate

- Sort out and evaluate the Web Page performance in multi-
dimension including all elements, CDN, host, compression 
and etc.



Cloudwise Web Performance Monitoring

Features:
- Bottleneck analyze to identify improvement area promptly
- Wholistic view with waterfall to spotlight slow element
- Performance score with metrics to keep track on every webpage updates
- Head-to-head comparison reports 



Cloudwise Web Performance Monitoring

Companies that provide business services through web pages are making use

of every possible minute to speed up loading, because if a web page is too slow

or inaccessible, users will lose patience and turn to competitors, which will not

only cause a loss of business revenue and but also seriously damage the

enterprise’s brand. For example, on the homepage of an automobile enterprise,

there will be a large number of pictures of automobile brands. Customers can

select their favorite models by browsing the pictures. However, if a large number

of pictures cannot be loaded successfully on the web page, customers will

eventually leave the website and choose to browse the pages of other

competitors.

Business Challenges

• Monitor page availability, page performance, resource availability, resource

performance, first screen time and other metrics based on the web page performance

of the Cloudwise Synthetic Monitoring, quickly and accurately localize the specific

causes of the website performance problems and the region based on page

performance and website resource monitoring results, and accurately determine

whether it is a problem of network, CDN, server, or web page performance.

Product Solution

• Cloudwise Synthetic Monitoring carries out element-level analysis on the

web pages of customers’ websites, provides optimization suggestions on

page performance and the unreasonable configuration of CDN, discovers

errors in time, sends problem alerts to clients in the first time, and provides

feedback of page element performance information to front-end R&D, to

improve user experience.

Solution Value

Customer Label
• There are abundant large logos/pictures/rounds to be displayed on the

website, such as automobile customers and advertising display, using CDN

companies, especially a large number of CDN services.


